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Trikokinetic test algorithm 
The algorithm of tribo-kinetic tests on the determination of kinetic characteristics 
(order and rate constants) and the activation energies of all three stages of a three-
way reaction has been developed, which allowed to propose an energetic activation 
matrix - a complex criterion for assessing wear resistance and compatibility of tribo 
conjugates 
Differences in the results of tribotechnical tests of various researchers due to 
the application of different friction machines, various characteristics (evaluation 
criteria) of wear resistance and compatibility of tribo congruence materials and the use 
of various methods for determining these characteristics. Since most physical 
processes are known to mankind in the process of friction, such characteristics should 
be integral, energy material science for triangular materials. For example, in the 
framework of the structural-energy theory of friction and wear and the theory of 
structural adaptability of materials of triangles, the following characteristics are used: 
the specific work of destruction – Ар [1], energy consumption of the friction system on 
the thermal index – «ЭСТq» [1], critical friction value – Акр [1], critical (boundary) 
density of internal energy – U*, (for abrasive wear) [2], surface energy or surface 
tension -  [3], work of the electron output РВЕ [3], exo-electronic emission – ЕЕЕ [3], 
contact potential difference - UКРП [3]. At the same time, the energy haracteristics of 
wear resistance characterize the processes of surface destruction, substantiate the 
evaluation of friction conditions, the choice of materials for triangles, their 
combination within normal wear (without damage) determine the limits of transition to 
damage. 
The indicated criteria are not direct characteristics of the wear resistance of the 
tri-pressure materials. Thus, the most commonly used, best-studied and experimentally 
tested criterion - the specific work of surface fracture (the ratio of frictional force to 
wear) is the apparent characteristic of wear resistance and depends not only on the 
surface strength of the material, but also on the ability of the tribosystem to dissipate 
energy. Use of surface energy  complicated by the lack of reliable data on the 
magnitude  pure metals, not to mention alloys in real conditions [3]. 
Energy compatibility assessment criterion is surface energy or surface tension 
, work of the output of the electron etc., as well as the criteria for wear resistance, are 
not direct compatibility characteristics. In addition, there is no reliable data  even for 
pure metals, meaning  and different for different faces of the crystal [3]. 
The most direct, quantitative, structural-energy (material-science), kinetic 
(physico-chemical) characteristic useful for assessing wear resistance of tri-pressure 
materials is the activation energy of surface deterioration (wear) Ер, which 
characterizes the potential barrier to the implementation of elementary acts of 
destruction [4]. At the same time, in the range of structural adaptability of materials of 
three-way Ер must be invariant [4,5], which can be used as a criterion for assessing the 
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antiwear properties of the lubricants [6]. This, in contrast to the existing variety of 
criteria for assessing wear resistance, is regulated by GOST 9490-75 and GOST 
23.002-78, allows you to use Ер as a universal, single criterion for evaluation of 
tribological properties of trifolium materials. 
Versatility Ер is confirmed by its application as a criterion for evaluating 
various physical processes. For example, the application of activation energy is known 
U as functions of resistance to deformation of a plastic-deformable metal sample. With 
U, which describes the processes of rearrangement of atoms in a crystal lattice, 
determine the degree of violation of the order that causes deformation [7]. Despite the 
good coincidence of falling values U з енергією activation of diffusion and self-
diffusion [8], as well as confirmation of equality U20RTпл (Tпл – melting point) [9], 
this conclusion does not inspire particular confidence due to the low accuracy of the 
degree of violation of the order of the crystal lattice. 
However, even the correct choice of criteria for assessing the wear resistance 
and compatibility of triangular materials does not guarantee the correct determination 
of wear resistance and compatibility of these materials. The correct choice of the 
criteria for assessing wear and compatibility - a necessary condition, but not enough. 
An adequate condition for the correct assessment of wear resistance and compatibility 
of triaxial materials is the correct method for assessing wear resistance and 
compatibility of these materials. 
Currently, three methods for evaluating the activation energy are known: 1) 
graphic [10,11]; 2) extrapolation [12]; 3) kinetic [6,13]. In the first method of meaning 
Ер depends on the scale of the coordinate system. So Ер can only be used in 
comparative trials [14]. In the second method of meaning Ер depends on the subjective 
qualities of the researcher (the test), since extrapolation is an approximation of the 
values f(x) in points x lying outside the segment (xo, xn) by their meanings at points 
xo<x<…<xn [15]. However, the best, that is, the most precise, technique - the third, 
kinetic, where the value Ер is determined by the laws and the equation of chemical 
kinetics, when first determine the order of the chemical reaction, then the constant of 
the rate of this reaction at least at two temperatures and the Arrhenius equation is 
calculated Ер [6]. This allows you to calculate the accuracy of the determination of 
kinetic parameters (order and rate of reaction) and Ер according to statistical laws and 
equations, which considerably increases the constructivity of these criteria and 
confirms the possibility of their use as criteria for the assessment of wear resistance 
and compatibility of materials of triangles. However, the kinetic technique was 
developed on the basis of a kinetic, three-stage model of normal mechanical and 












11 )(  (1) 
where RB – lubricant that takes part in a three-way reaction: in the simplest case, only 
the effect of the active component of the lubricant-additive can be considered, then RB 
– active component of the lubricant (additive), R – hydrocarbon radical additive, B - 
active component of the additive, Мео – juvenile surfaces of contact surfaces of three-
way surfaces; xi, yi – partial coefficient of components, which are analogs of 
stoichiometric coefficients in the true chemical reaction. 
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The star marked active complexes of a three-way reaction: 
*
11 )( yx RBMe - adsorption complex formed as a result of the adsorption of the 
lubricant (RB) on the juvenile sections of the surfaces of structural materials of three-
way (Мео). This complex is active in relation to the next stage - chemical 
modification; 
*
22 yx BMe - modified (dissipative secondary) structures, active in relation to the 
stage of surface destruction (Р); 
*
33 yx BMe - a complex of surface destruction (products of wear), in essence - a 
product of a three-way reaction. 
As can be seen from equation (1), only the first stage - the adsorption A is 
taken as a reverse, that is, two-way. Other stages are considered to be substantially 
reversible, ie one-way. The juvenile areas of contacting structural materials are both an 
initial reactive component and a catalytic triobreaction, which accelerates the course of 
the first stage A. In this case, the total area of juvenile sections, that is, the 
concentration Мео in normal (stationary) wear it remains constant [16], while the 
amount of output materials is constantly decreasing as a result of wear. The amount of 
lubricating and construction materials is assumed to be sufficiently large and their 
concentration does not depend on the duration of the triorrection. Otherwise, it is 
necessary to use absolute values rather than concentrations. 
According to the above-described kinetic three-stage model of normal 
mechanical and chemical deterioration, it is necessary to develop an experimental and 
calculation method for evaluating the kinetic characteristics and activation energies of 
all three stages of a three-way reaction. Paradoxically, we first determine the kinetic 
characteristics and the activation energy - Ер third, last stage of the tri-action, that is, 
actually, wear, as the result of conducting tribo-kinetic trials of materials tribo 
conjugates. 
We measure the diameter of the spots of wear of three balls and we calculate 
the amount of wear, that is, choose the ball segments – Vзн. After conducting similar 
tribokinetic tests at 4-5 values of the duration of such tests (t), we construct the 
dependency schedules lg Vзн on the duration of the test t. The straight lines of such 
graphs indicate the first order of the investigated stage (in this case, the third stage of 
the tribo reaction), ie Np1, and a tangent of an angle of inclination straight to the axis 
of abscissa ot graphically determines the speed constants of the investigated stage, in 
this case Кр. But the graphical evaluation and the values of the order and the rate 
constants of the studied tribo-reaction steps are approximate. Therefore, more accurate 
values of these kinetic characteristics should be determined analytically, that is, to 
determine according to the corresponding formulas. 
Conclusions 
1. The result of this work is the development of the algorithm of tribo-kinetic 
testing, which allows us to establish the kinetic characteristics and the activation 
energy of all three stages of tri-reactivity. 
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2. Determination of the activation energy of the three stages of tri-reactivity 
allows us to propose an energy-activation matrix - a complex criterion for evaluation 
and compatibility of tribo conjugate materials. 
3. The possibility of kinetic description of normal mechano-chemical wear at 
limit lubrication, as a generalized three staged tribological reaction, is established. 
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